Kenall’s 4” MedMaster™ Sealed Downlight provides a balance of aesthetics with the highest level of protection from plenum-based contaminants in critical environments and conditions. The downlight is appropriate for general lighting, yet is sealed for specialty applications such as patient rooms, nurses’ stations, surgical suites, MRI suites and medical offices. It delivers a soothing, low glare light pleasing for any environment.

4” Sealed Regressed Downlights
- Small round and square 4” downlights for pleasing aesthetics
- Sealed, easy to clean trims provide infection control, protection and ease of maintenance
- White, white antimicrobial, clear specular and semi specular reflectors with 45° cutoff provide infection and glare control
- High-efficiency LED with regressed diffuse lens provides high lumen performance and homogenous luminence

Additional Product Details
- Fully gasketed, sealed regressed lens and optical chamber.
- Marine-grade, die cast aluminum trim ring available in a variety of finishes.
- Intelligent thermal design boasts integrated heat sink to extend LED life.
- LED Driver offers flexible dimming capabilities ranging from 5%-100%.
- Adjustable mounting frame for precise luminaire positioning, strength and durability.
- Tool-less access with hidden spring clips for easy relamping and maintenance.